Using combinations of Hα, ultraviolet (UV), and infrared (IR) emission, we estimate the star formation rate (SFR) surface density, Σ SFR , at 1 kpc resolution for 30 disk galaxies that are targets of the IRAM HERACLES CO survey. We present a new physically-motivated IR spectral energy distribution-based approach to account for possible contributions to 24µm emission not associated with recent star formation. Considering a variety of "reference" SFRs from the literature, we revisit the calibration of the 24µm term in hybrid (UV+IR or Hα+IR) tracers. We show that the overall calibration of this term remains uncertain at the factor of two level because of the lack of wide-field, robust reference SFR estimates. Within this uncertainty, published calibrations represent a reasonable starting point for 1 kpc-wide areas of star-forming disk galaxies but we re-derive and refine the calibration of the IR term in these tracers to match our resolution and approach to 24µm emission. We compare a large suite of Σ SFR estimates and find that above Σ SFR ∼ 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 the systematic differences among tracers are less than a factor of two across two orders of magnitude dynamic range. We caution that methodology and data both become serious issues below this level. We note from simple model considerations that focusing on a part of a galaxy dominated by a single stellar population the intrinsic uncertainty in Hα and FUV-based SFRs are ∼ 0.3 and ∼ 0.5 dex.
INTRODUCTION
Comparing the distributions of recent star formation and interstellar gas can illuminate the preconditions for star formation, the impact of local conditions on the conversion of gas to stars, and the process of galaxy assembly. Making these comparisons quantitative requires local estimates of the recent star formation rate (SFR) that span whole galaxies. Such estimates can be reconstructed from the observational signatures of massive stars, which live only a short time after they are born. These signatures include recombination line and thermal radio emission, both produced by ionizing photons emitted by the most massive stars. In regions of active star formation, direct photospheric emission from massive stars also dominates ultraviolet (UV) emission and provides the bulk of starlight reprocessed by dust into infrared (IR) emission. This paper investigates the use of such observations to estimate the surface density of recent star formation, Σ SFR , at 1 kpc resolution in nearby galaxies. We focus on 30 galaxies that are targets of the IRAM 9 HERA-CLES Large Program (Leroy et al. 2009 ). HERACLES surveyed CO J = 2 → 1 emission and we have H I maps for each target, mostly from the VLA THINGS survey . As a result, we know the distributions of both the molecular (H 2 ) and atomic (H I) interstellar medium (ISM). THINGS and HERACLES aim to constrain theories of star formation via comparisons of H I, H 2 , SFR, and environment at matched resolution across large areas. Σ SFR estimates matched to the gas maps play a key role in such tests a main goal of this paper is to motivate our approach to such comparisons.
There is no definitive approach to estimate Σ SFR at kpc resolutions. Indeed, less attention has been paid to estimating Σ SFR for large parts of galaxies than to SFRs for individual regions or whole galaxies. We therefore begin at a low level and focus on issues related to this intermediate scale as we work towards Σ SFR estimates. These include the scatter in SFR estimates that arises from considering individual stellar populations, the fraction of IR emission not associated with recent star formation, and the appropriate calibration for "hybrid" UV+IR or Hα+IR tracers.
We begin by defining our approach, which follows other recent work by hybridizing UV or Hα emission with IR emission (Sections 3 and 4). We consider how UV and Hα-based estimates will be affected by isolating individual stellar populations rather than considering an integrated, continuously star-forming population (Section 3). This will be an increasing issue moving from integrated galaxies to sub-galactic scales and we examine Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) simulations to estimate the magnitude of the issue. We discuss basic trends among observed intensities of UV, Hα, and IR emission at 1 kpc resolution, including their correlations and relative magnitudes (Section 4). We then explore the effects and potential magnitude of IR emission not directly associated with star formation (Section 5). We adopt a physically motivated approach to this topic, interpreting 24µm emission through the lens of dust models fit to the whole IR spectral energy distribution (SED) and test its effect (Section 5) . Based on these calculations, we explore the calibration of empirical "hybrid" (IR+Hα and IR+UV) tracers for our regime (Section 6) and discuss previous work on this topic. We emphasize the substantial uncertainty that still remains in the absolute calibration of such tracers despite much recent attention. We conclude by comparing a large suite of Σ SFR estimates (Section 7) and then discussing uncertainties in SFR estimates, outlining our recommended approach to estimate Σ SFR , and noting several implications of our work for studying star-formation in galaxies (Section 8). We present our conclusions in Section 9.
We focus on IR emission measured by the Spitzer Space Telescope, emphasizing the use of 24µm to trace embedded star formation. The 24µm maps produced by Spitzer have very good sensitivity and resolution well matched to our ISM data. Many studies of nearby galaxies have revealed a strong empirical correlation between 24µm emission and sites of active star formation (e.g., Calzetti et al. 2005; Alonso-Herrero et al. 2006; Prescott et al. 2007 ) and it has been used extensively to investigate the correlations between gas and star formation (e.g., Kennicutt et al. 2007; Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2008; Wilson et al. 2009; Rahman et al. 2010) . Critically, as part of the SINGS and LVL legacy programs, Spitzer produced wellcalibrated maps, publicly available maps for each of our targets. Based on these considerations, we focus on Spitzer data here but expect that similar studies using the short wavelength Herschel bands will yield complementary results in the near future.
DATA
We focus on Σ SFR to complement our database of H I and CO maps. We therefore present measurements for galaxies meeting the following criteria: 1) a HERA-CLES CO map containing a robust detection, 2) Spitzer data from 3.6-160µm, and 3) inclination 75
• . This yields the sample of 30 disk galaxies listed in Table 1 . This table also gives the distance, the physical resolution corresponding to the (limiting) 13
′′ angular resolution of HERACLES at that distance, inclination, position angle, optical radius, and the source of the Hα data that we will use for that galaxy. We adopt redshiftindependent distances and orientation from the careful literature compilation in Kennicutt et al. (2011) wherever possible, Walter et al. (2008) elsewhere, and from LEDA (Prugniel & Heraudeau 1998) and NED when neither are available.
We will estimate Σ SFR from combinations of broadband infrared (IR), UV, and Hα emission with references to other estimates from the literature. By construction HERACLES and THINGS overlap SINGS (Kennicutt et al. 2003) , LVL Dale et al. (2009) , and the GALEX NGS ) surveys, so Hα, UV, and IR are readily available for each target.
We aim to compare tracers of the ISM and star formation. The maps of the ISM limit the resolution of such comparison; the HERACLES CO maps have 13 ′′ resolution and the naturally-weighted THINGS H I data are often comparable. For most of our targets, this angular resolution corresponds to 1 kpc and we adopt 1 kpc as our working resolution. We convolve each map to have a symmetric gaussian beam with FWHM= 1kpc. For the Spitzer 24µm maps we first convert from the MIPS PSF to a 13 ′′ gaussian beam using a kernel provided by K. Gordon (priv. comm.) then we convolve to 1 kpc. This effectively places our targets at a common distance but does not account for foreshortening along the minor axis. Five galaxies are too distant to convolve the ISM maps to 1 kpc. We mark these in Table 1 and include them in our analysis at the 13 ′′ angular resolution of the CO data.
From these convolved maps, we generate a database of intensity measurements. We sample each map using an hexagonal grid spaced by 0.5 kpc, i.e., one half-resolution element. At each sampling point we measure the CO J = 2 → 1, 24µm, FUV, NUV, Hi, and Hα intensities. We also note dust properties, estimated at coarser resolution, for each point. Table 2 summarizes our data set. The rest of this section explains how we derive the measurements for each point.
HERACLES CO
The HERA CO Line Extragalactic Survey (HERA-CLES, Leroy et al. 2009 ) used the Heterodyne Receiver Array (HERA, Schuster et al. 2004 ) on the IRAM 30m telescope to map CO J = 2 → 1 emission from 48 nearby galaxies. The HERACLES cubes cover out to r 25 with angular resolution 13 ′′ and typical 1σ sensitivity 20 mK per 5 km s −1 channel. Leroy et al. (2012, in prep .) present the full data set and more details 10 . We estimate H 2 mass surface density, Σ H2 , from CO J = 2 → 1 intensity via
where R 21 is the CO(2→1)-to-CO(1→0) line ratio and α CO is the CO(1→0)-to-H 2 conversion factor. The formula includes a factor of 1.36 to account for helium. We adopt a line ratio of 0.7 11 , and a Galactic conversion factor, α CO = 4.4 M ⊙ pc −2 K km s
equivalent to X CO = 2 × 10 20 cm −2 (K km s −1 ) −1 . This value is intermediate among recent determinations of the Milky Way α CO (e.g., Strong & Mattox 1996; Dame et al. 2001; Heyer et al. 2009; Abdo et al. 2010) and represents a commonly adopted "best single value" for work on nearby disk galaxies (e.g., Wong & Blitz 2002; Leroy et al. 2008) . HERACLES does span a range of metallicities (e.g., Moustakas et al. 2010 ) and observational evidence suggests that the CO-to-H 2 conversion factor varies as a function of metallicity (e.g., see summary in Leroy et al. 2011) . However, most lowmetallicity, high-α CO systems also tend to be dominated by atomic gas and in this paper only the total (H I+ H 2 ) gas supply will be relevant. We therefore neglect metallicity variations in α CO for purposes of estimating the dust-to-gas ratio and Σ SFR , though we consider these in our subsequent comparison of Σ H2 and Σ SFR (Leroy et al., in prep.) .
2.2. THINGS and Supplemental H I We assemble H I maps for all targets, which we use to mask the CO, estimate the dust-to-gas ratio, and explore 24µm cirrus corrections. These come from THINGS ) and a collection of new and archival VLA 12 data (including our programs AL731 and AL735). These supplemental H I are C+D configuration maps with resolutions 13 ′′ -25 ′′ . We reduced and imaged these a standard way using the CASA package (see Leroy et al. in prep.) . In a few cases the native angular resolution of the H I maps corresponds to a spatial resolution coarser than 1 kpc. In these cases we assume the H I to be 12 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.
smooth at scales smaller than the resolution. Given the low dynamic range in H I column densities observed at these resolutions ) this approximation should have minimal impact on our results. We translate 21-cm intensity into H I surface density assuming optically thin emission (see references in Walter et al. 2008) and include helium when quoting atomic gas surface density, Σ HI . Thus
2.3. GALEX UV For 24 galaxies, we use NUV and FUV maps from the Nearby Galaxy Survey (NGS, Gil de Paz et al. 2007 ). For one galaxy, we use a map from the Medium Imaging Survey (MIS) and we take maps for 5 targets from the All-sky Imaging Survey (AIS Martin et al. 2005) . We subtract a small background from the UV maps, determined after blanking the bright (SNR> 2), extended emission in the map. The magnitude of this background is typically ∼ 5 × 10 −4 MJy sr −1 . This corresponds to Σ SFR ∼ 4 × 10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 , much lower than the typical Σ SFR considered in this paper. We identify foreground stars via their UV color, by-eye inspection, and the color-based masks of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009b) , which also blank background galaxies. We correct the FUV maps for the effects of Galactic extinction following Schlegel et al. (1998) Leroy et al. (2008) .
SINGS & LVL IR
We use maps of IR emission from 3.6-160µm from the Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS, Kennicutt et al. 2003 ) and the Local Volume Legacy survey (LVL, Dale et al. 2009 ). We mask foreground stars based on UV color, by-eye inspection, and the colorbased masks from Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009b) .
Literature Hα
We draw Hα maps from the literature for all of our targets. Whenever possible, we draw maps from the LVL survey. These have clean backgrounds and agree very well with previous flux measurements. For the remaining targets we assembled Hα maps from a variety of literature sources, including the SINGS data release, the GOLDMine database, and surveys with the Palomar-Las Campanas Observatories. The photometric calibrations for these maps were not always available. Even when such calibrations were present, e.g., for the SINGS Hα maps, the integrated fluxes of the maps often scattered substantially about previous measurements (a conclusion verified independently by several of us and also implicitly present in Kennicutt et al. 2009 , who mix spectroscopic, literature, and narrow-band imaging measurements for estimates of SINGS galaxies). Therefore for non-LVL maps, we set the overall flux scale of each map by searching the literature for pinning the integrated flux of the Hα map to match the average literature value. Table 1 lists the source and adopted Hα+N II flux for each Hα. When several Hα maps were available for a single target, we chose among them based on a by-eye evaluation of the quality of continuum subtraction and overall flat fielding. Because our coarse working resolution, 13
′′ , involves heavily smoothing the maps before any analysis these considerations are more important than seeing or sensitivity.
We process the Hα maps as follows. Whenever available, we apply the masks of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009b) to blank bright foreground stars and background galaxies, which often leave residual artifacts in the continuum subtracted image and are in any case not associated with our galaxies. We also mask foreground stars identified by eye. During convolution to our working resolution, we fill in these blank regions with interpolated values.
For non-LVL images we found it necessary to subtract a background determined away from the galaxy. Using the UV and IR 24µm images, we define a mask that encompasses all bright star formation in each galaxy and then verify by eye that this encloses bright Hα emission. We subtracted the median of the map determined outside this region from the whole map. In a few cases that displayed obvious horizontal or vertical striping, we also used this external region to determine and subtract a row-or column-wise median away from the galaxy. For some literature images in which the field of view was fairly small it was not possible to determine a robust median far away from all IR or UV emission. In these cases we subtracted the mode of a histogram of the Hα map after carefully blanking all bright Hα emission. After this processing but before any correction for Galactic extinction or N II contamination we renormalized the Hα maps so that their integrated flux matches values adopted from the literature.
The Hα filter includes both Hα and [N II]. We correct for this effect using the spectroscopic ratios from Kennicutt et al. (2008) and Kennicutt et al. (2009) . If the [N II]-to-Hα ratio is not available, we use the galaxy's B-band magnitude with the scaling relation from Kennicutt et al. (2008) to estimate a ratio. We correct the maps for the effect of Galactic extinction following Schlegel et al. (1998) .
Dust Property Fits
Of the Spitzer far-infrared data, only the 24µm data reach our working resolution but the whole IR SED provides valuable information. We derive a variety of information at the coarser (≈ 40 ′′ ) resolution of the 160µm data. Most of this information comes from fitting the IR SED using the models. This fitting resembles that in Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009a) but we include several galaxies that they did not and derive dust-to-gas ratios using our new CO and H I maps.
We carry out the dust fits using the following approach. First, we mask the 8µm and 24µm images using the masks of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009b) . We then subtract a stellar contribution from the 8µm image using the 3.6µm image as a template. We use a scaling factor of 0.269, adopted from Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009a) ; see also Helou et al. (2004) . We convolve the 8, 24, 70, and 160µm Spitzer images and the H I and CO maps to all share the PSF of Spitzer 160µm. We then construct radial profiles of each IR image treating our targets as thin disks with the orientation parameters in Table 1 . Before adopting this approach, we experimented with fitting SEDs to each line-of-sight but the lower signalto-noise ratio and the correlation among uncertainties the fitted dust parameters (e.g., DGR and U min ) led to instability in the analysis. We found the loss of information from assuming azimuthal symmetry and working in profile to be offset by the improved S/N.
We consider only rings with S/N> 4 at each band and for each IR SED we calculate χ 2 across a grid of dust emission models following and Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009a) . The free parameters in the grid are: the intensity of the ambient radiation field U min in units of the local interstellar radiation field; the fraction of dust mass illuminated by a distribution of more intense radiation fields (the rest is illuminated by U min ); q PAH , the mass fraction of dust in PAHs; and the total dust mass. To calculate χ 2 we use uncertainties estimated from the scatter in the convolved maps away from the galaxy or 10% of the observed intensity, whichever is higher (this approach follows ). We identify best-fit parameters from the minimum χ 2 in our grid search.
Based on these calculations we derive the following quantities for each line of sight: 1) the dust-to-gas ratio, DGR, from comparison to the convolved H I and CO maps; 2) the 24µm-to-total infrared (TIR) luminosity ratio -defined as νL ν /L TIR for ν at λ = 24µm and L TIR calculated using the prescription of ; 3) the 24µm emission per unit dust mass given U min and q PAH for the best-fit model. Along with U min , these quantities will allow us to explore contamination of the 24µm band and the impact of dust abundance on star formation and map 24µm emission to total IR emission.
We derive these IR-based quantities from radial profiles of maps with the ∼ 40 ′′ resolution of the 160µm data. For this reason, we focus on ratios like the dust-to-gas ratio or 24µm-to-TIR ratio that we expect to vary weakly within a resolution element. Under these assumptions, these can be extrapolated to higher resolution if part of the ratio is known at high resolution.
UV AND Hα EMISSION
We start with the assumption that the time-averaged rate of recent star formation can be inferred from the rate of ionizing photon production or the UV luminosity over part of a galaxy. Ionizing photon production is driven by the most massive stars, which live only a very short time. Assuming case B recombination, the distribution of ionizing photons can be traced by Hα emission after correcting for extinction. UV emission traces mainly photospheric direct emission from O and B stars.
Both approaches have a long pedigree with well established tradeoffs and biases. Thanks to its short age sensitivity, Hα emission directly traces the most recent generation of star formation. However, ionizing photons may leak from their parent regions or be absorbed by dust, confusing the mapping of recombination line emission to local star formation. UV emission probes down to lower stellar masses, rendering it less sensitive to stochasticity and variations in the initial mass function and more sensitive to star formation at intermediate ages (a few tens of Myr). Horizontal branch stars and scattered light may contaminate UV emission, and the longer time window to see UV emission may bias the SFR estimate to reflect slightly older populations.
Adopted Conversions of UV and Hα to SFR
We take the relation between SFR to Hα emission from Calzetti et al. (2007) ,
A similar, more recent calculation by Murphy et al. (2011) 
This calibration coefficient in Equation 3 is about 0.66 times that suggested by Kennicutt (1998) with the differences mainly due to the adopted IMF. Given our current understanding of the IMF (e.g., Bastian et al. 2010) , the conversion in Equation 4 should yield more realistic Σ SFR than the Kennicutt (1998) calibration. We also adopt the relation between SFR and FUV emission from Salim et al. (2007) , Kennicutt (1998) value, even after accounting for IMF differences. It is ≈ 20% lower than the more recent calculation by Murphy et al. (2011) , which like Kennicutt (1998) considers a theoretical population that has been continuously star-forming for ∼ 100 Myr. Salim et al. (2007) discuss this difference. Given the large calibration data set and observational grounding, we take the Salim et al. (2007) FUV calibration to be correct. From the original works, the uncertainty on the coefficients due to metallicity, IMF truncation, and star formation history appears to be ∼ 10-30%.
Effects of Discrete Star Formation Events
Equations 4 and 6 assume continuous star formation. This assumption will break down as one considers systems with low integrated SFR, either very small galaxies or parts of a galaxy. For such systems, a single "star formation rate" becomes an inadequate approximation and one eventually approaches the case of a single stellar population with a discrete age. We expect a square kiloparsec portion of an actively star-forming galaxy to contain more than a single single stellar population but investigating this limiting case yields insight into the effect of resolution on SFR estimates. Figure 1 illustrates aspects of this breakdown (see also Figure 6 in Genzel et al. 2010) . We plot Hα and FUV emission (at 1500Å) as a function of time after an instantaneous burst of star formation. The calculation uses the Starburst99 code (Leitherer et al. 1999) , runs out to 100 Myr, and adopts the default evolutionary tracks and IMF.
Age Sensitivity: We use this simple simulation to quantify the age sensitivity of the two tracers, which we report in Table 3 . We measure the falloff from peak intensity as a function of time, noting the time that it takes to reach 50% and 5% of the peak. We also derive the time needed to emit 50% and 95% fraction of the cumulative emission given off over the whole simulation. Finally we calculate the luminosity-weighted average time after the burst at which a photon is emitted, defined as
Both FUV and Hα emission emit most of their light within a few Myr after the burst. FUV emission then has a long "tail" (in time) over which it continues to emit at a low but significant level. Meanwhile Hα drops precipitously before the burst is 10 Myr old. We recover the expected time sensitivity of a few Myr for Hα (Vacca et al. 1996; McKee & Williams 1997) while FUV covers a wide range of times with a characteristic value of ∼ 10-30 Myr and most emission gone by 65 Myr.
Intrinsic Scatter: Luminosity varies with time after the burst, but the same stellar population produces the luminosity at all times. Considering SFR ∼ M/δt over a relatively long δt ∼ 100 Myr, the time-average SFR is the same for all times in the calculation. In this light, the varying luminosity implies scatter in the ability to map luminosity to SFR. We calculate this scatter as an estimate of the intrinsic uncertainty in estimating an SFR in a regime better described by discrete events. We assume that a tracer is visible out to time t visible and that we view it at some random time t < t visible . At all t we wish to recover the same SFR. If we use a linear conversion of luminosity to SFR then the scatter in luminosity for t < t visible is the minimum uncertainty in the accuracy of this linear conversion. We try two values t visible : the time at which the intensity has fallen to 5% of its value at 1 Myr and the time by which 95% of the total emission has occured. We also report the results of the luminosity-weighted scatter, the second moment in log 10 luminosity weighting by Ldτ , which is a more natural but less intuitive quantity. Table 3 reports these estimates. In the limiting case of discrete bursts we expect a factor of ∼ 2 uncertainty (1σ) inferring SFR from Hα and a factor of 3-4 uncertainty inferring SFR from FUV. Over a square kpc, we expect to average several populations so that the scatter in intensity should be lower than in Table 3 by ∼ √ N , where N is the number of independent populations that we average (e.g., see Schruba et al. 2010 ).
HYBRID Hα+IR AND FUV+IR SFR TRACERS
Dust absorbs Hα and UV light, leaving only ∼ 20-40% of the original emission visible in a typical spiral galaxy (∼ 1-2 mag, e.g., Kennicutt 1998) and reprocessing the remainder into IR emission. Correcting for this extinction represents a central challenge to SFR estimation.
Following extensive work in the literature, we will account for extinction by combining Hα and FUV with IR emission. Adding UV and IR emission has an established pedigree (Buat 1992; Meurer et al. 1995 Meurer et al. , 1999 Cortese et al. 2008) , while the combination of Hα and IR has been explored more recently Kennicutt et al. 2007 Kennicutt et al. , 2009 ). Both combinations offer a powerful way to circumvent the problem of extinction.
Driven by the availability and quality of Spitzer data at λ = 24µm, we work with linear combinations of Hα and FUV with IR emission at this wavelength. Several subtle effects complicate the simple conversion of 24µm into SFR. First, the 24µm band does not capture a significant fraction of the total IR luminosity for radiation fields 10 4 times the Solar Neighborhood value . Second, the exact fraction of the total IR luminosity emitted near 24µm depends on the dust size distribution, specifically the PAH fraction in the models, and the mixture of radiation fields illuminating the dust. Finally, producing 24µm does not require ionizing photons. Indeed, stochastic heating by an older stellar population may represent an important contribution in some regions (e.g., Murphy et al. 2011 ). This last point is a general concern for the use of IR emission to estimate SFR, one that may be somewhat alleviated at 24µm compared to longer wavelengths. For this paper the critical point is that due to these complicating factors, the use of 24µm emission to infer SFRs has an empirical, not theoretical, foundation.
Definitions and Approach
We follow recent work in the field by defining a "reference" SFR, which we assume to be correct, and bootstrapping the calibration of more readily observed estimates to match this reference. We draw reference SFRs from literature measurements at wavelengths where dust is only a small concern, including radio continuum emission and Paα emission (Niklas et al. 1997; Murphy et al. 2011; Calzetti et al. 2007 ). We also use UV and Hα, corrected for extinction based on astrophysical expectations, e.g., by the "Balmer decrement" or IRX-β approach (Storey & Hummer 1995; Osterbrock & Ferland 2006; Kennicutt 1998; Cortese et al. 2008 ). In Section 6, we give more details on these "reference" measurements and use them to estimate the calibration of the 24µm term in hybrid Hα+24µm or UV+24µm tracers. Before doing so, we define our terms (this section), investigate the relationships among the components of these hybrid tracers (Section 4.2), and consider the effect of 24µm emission not associated with recent star formation (Section 5).
Linear combinations of Hα+24µm or UV+24µm have the desirable properties of working independent of scale and breaking apart into "obscured" and "unobscured" terms in an easy-to-interpret way. This behavior comes at the cost of accuracy, as the conversion of IR intensity to extinction may depend on Σ SFR (i.e., luminosity), scale, or the ratio of IR-to-unobscured tracer in a complex way. For example, see Cortese et al. (2008) or the comparison among competing, often regime-dependent and non-linear, conversions of monochromatic 24µm intensity to SFR in Calzetti et al. (2010) . We adopt the simple approach, focusing on linear combinations in which the SFR is the sum of an obscured and an unobscured term.
A priori we do not know the weight to apply to 24µm intensity, I 24 , in combination with an unobscured tracer, Σ SFR,tracer , to recover Σ SFR . We solve for this quantity, which we refer to as w tracer and define as
Very simply, w is the coefficient to convert 24µm into Σ SFR in combination with a tracer of unobscured star formation. It has units of M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 400 MJy sr
For integrated systems, one can derive w by substituting total SFR for Σ SFR and L 24 for I 24 . For ease of comparison, we choose the normalization of w so that w Hα = 1 recovers the Calzetti et al. (2007) result, Equation 10.
It will be desirable to consider roughly how much star formation occurs along a line of sight without too much emphasis on a particular calibration. We define the "composite" Σ SFR , Σ SFR , to be the median among Σ SFR calculated in a variety of ways. The quantity depends on the adopted suite of tracers, but represents a useful ordinate that we will plot throughout the paper. Our Σ SFR is the median of 1) from Hα + A Hα = 1 mag; [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 13 from Hα+24µm and FUV+24µm with and without 24µm cirrus subtraction, with only cirrus associated with H I subtracted, and with cirrus due to twice our adopted radiation field (see Section 5). 10) FUV + A F UV estimated from the UV spectral slope (the "IRX-β relation" Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009a); 11-12) FUV + A FUV estimated from the TIR/FUV ratio for young and middle-aged populations following Cortese et al. (2008) .
Existing Work on 24µm-based "Hybrid" Tracers
Hα+24µm in "H II knots": Calzetti et al. (2007) and Kennicutt et al. (2007) demonstrated that a linear combination of Hα and 24µm intensities recover ionizing fluxes inferred from Paα emission for "HII knots," bright regions from ∼ 0.05-1.2 kpc in size, and averages over the central parts of galaxies. Assuming the Paα to trace the true SFR, Calzetti et al. (2007) found: The first term is Equation 4. The second term attempts to account for Hα emission obscured by dust. This corresponds to w Hα = 1 (see our Equation 9). Hα+24µm for Whole Galaxies: Kennicutt et al. (2009) compared combinations of 24µm and Hα emission to Hα fluxes corrected for extinction using the Balmer decrement. For whole galaxies, they found w Hα = 0.68; for the SINGS galaxies specifically, they found w Hα = 0.52. The Balmer decrements used to calibrate these results appear uncertain, at least for the SINGS galaxies . We return to this result below.
FUV+24µm in Radial Profile: Leroy et al. (2008) proposed that FUV+24µm emission could trace the recent SFR for large parts of the disks of nearby galaxies (see also Thilker et al. 2007 ). They suggested
0.0032 I 24µm MJy sr −1 .
They picked the 24µm coefficient, w FUV = 1.3, to match other estimates in radial profile. In profile, this estimate matched other tracers with ≈ 50% scatter extending down to Σ SFR a few times 10 Figures 2 and 3 show how the components of the hybrid tracers relate to one another. Figure 2 shows the ratios of Hα-to-FUV, 24µm-to-Hα, 24µm-to-FUV, and 24µm-to-TIR emission as a function of Σ SFR . Black points show individual kpc-resolution lines of sight. Red points plot the median trend with error bars indicating 1σ scatter. Figure 3 shows the median fraction of the total Σ SFR contributed by each term as a function of Σ SFR (left) and the rank correlation among the terms for data above a given Σ SFR as a function of that limiting value (right).
Relation Among Hybrid Tracer Components
As Σ SFR increases, FUV emission becomes fainter relative to both Hα and 24µm emission. While FUV has about the same magnitude as the 24µm term near
FUV exhibits a significant correlation with Hα even up to high Σ SFR , while its correlation with 24µm diminishes quickly, becoming consistent with no correlation or a weak anti-correlation by
The ratio of 24µm to Hα emission also increases with with increasing Σ SFR though the trend is weaker than for the 24µm-to-FUV ratio. This is consistent with star formation becoming increasingly embedded in regions with high Σ SFR and agrees with trends observed in individual SINGS galaxies by Prescott et al. (2007) . Hα contributes ∼ 40% of the total SFR over the range, 10 −3 < Σ SFR ∼ 10 −1 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 , equivalent to ∼ 1 magnitude of extinction. We include few lines of sight with Σ SFR > 10 −1 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 , but in these regions Hα contributes a small amount to the total SFR.
Over the whole data set, Σ SFR > 10
Hα and 24µm exhibit the strongest rank correlation among the terms. This correlation diminishes at high Σ SFR , with the correlation between Hα and FUV becoming stronger than that between Hα and 24µm at very high Σ SFR . However, we emphasize that again that we have little data at very high Σ SFR .
The bottom right panel of Figure 2 shows fraction of TIR emission emerging at 24µm increases from ∼ 5 to ∼ 10% across two decades in Σ SFR . This magnitude roughly agrees with the calculations of and the trend has the expected sense if dust heating increases with Σ SFR . The small scatter in the ratio suggests that 24µm can be used to estimate the the bolometric IR emission (though some of the narrowness in the scatter arises because we measure 24µm-to-TIR at the coarse resolution of the 160µm data).
Thus Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the utility of the 24µm band to help trace the SFR. It correlates closely with Hα, traces the bolometric IR emission at higher resolution and sensitivity than can be achieved near the peak of the IR SED, and offers a way to trace the dominant, obscured component of Σ SFR .
The figures also show how the FUV+24µm tracer operates. Unlike Hα+24µm, where both terms contribute significantly across a wide range of Σ SFR , the FUV+24µm works as a true hybrid, blending tracers appropriate for different regimes: FUV traces Σ SFR at low levels where dust extinction is weak and 24µm traces Σ SFR in dusty, vigorously star-forming regions.
A PHYSICAL APPROACH TO 24µM "CIRRUS"
Weak radiation fields associated with older stellar populations may still excite 24µm emission, leading to a potential 24µm "cirrus." Here we define "cirrus" to mean infrared emission from dust heated by radiation fields not generated by recent star formation. Such radiation fields may illuminate either molecular or atomic gas, so that our "cirrus" can come from dust anywhere in a galaxy (i.e., we do not use the term to refer to exclusively highlatitude or atomic gas). Figures 2 and 3 suggest that this cirrus does not dominate the 24µm over our range of interest. If the cirrus did dominate we would expect a breakdown in the correlation between Hα and 24µm emission and an increase in the ratio of 24µm to other tracers at low Σ SFR . Neither effect appears strong in the data. However, even sub-dominant cirrus may represent an important second order correction and a physical estimate of contamination is important.
Proposals to identify and subtract cirrus emission tend to be morphological, defining the cirrus as a smooth background and removing it via image processing techniques such as iterative median filtering (e.g., see Greenawalt et al. 1998; Thilker et al. 2000; Dale et al. 2007; Rahman et al. 2010) . Such approaches have very little utility at 1 kpc resolution, where the contrast be- tween star-forming regions 10-100 pc in size and the embedding medium occurs almost entirely sub-resolution. We therefore focus on an astrophysical cirrus estimate that leverages our multiwavelength data. We estimate the amount of dust present in each resolution element and the radiation field not associated with recent star formation. Together, these give us an estimate of potential cirrus contamination.
The 24µm cirrus will be the product of the amount of dust present, Σ dust , and the emission per unit dust mass of dust heated by sources other than recent star formation, ǫ cirrus 24
. Then
The dust surface density depends on the gas surface density and the dust-to-gas ratio, DGR. DGR, in turn, varies with metallicity, at least to first order Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009a; Leroy et al. 2011) . The 24µm emissivity depends on the dust composition and incident radiation field. In Fig varies with the incident radiation field 14 , U . To good approximation over our regime of interest, 0.1 < U < 10, ǫ cirrus 24 will vary linearly with the radiation field not associated with recent star formation.
Dust and q PAH for Our Data
14 Following we discuss U in units of the local interstellar radiation field (ISRF, Mathis et al. 1983 ) and consider only changes to the intensity, not the color, of the field.
To first order I cirrus 24 depends linearly on Σ dust and U and weakly on q PAH . We need to estimate each of these terms for each line of sight.
From our fits using the models to the broadband IR data, we know Σ dust at the coarse (∼ 40 ′′ ) resolution of the 160µm data. To estimate Σ dust at our finer 1 kpc resolution we assume that the DGR varies on large spatial scales. With this assumption, we can take advantage of the finer resolution of our ISM maps to estimate Σ dust from DGR × Σ gas . Not much is known about the behavior of the DGR on kpc scales, but changes in metallicity do tend to be weak over such scales (e.g., Rosolowsky et al. 2008; Moustakas et al. 2010 ).
Using gas to trace dust on small scales also provides a breakdown between dust associated with H I and dust associated with H 2 . H I is less directly associated with star formation than H 2 (see references in Schruba et al. 2011 ) and most studies of Milky Way cirrus focus on H I (e.g., Boulanger et al. 1996) . We may be fairly certain that dust associated with H I and a weak radiation field is not driven by star formation. We therefore experiment with cirrus subtractions that use either only dust associated with H I or all dust.
Our fits using the models also yield q PAH , which we assume to hold sub-resolution. This term only weakly influences ǫ 24 ( Figure 4 , top panel) so the approximation should have little impact.
The Cirrus Radiation Field for Our Data
Estimating the radiation field not associated with recent star formation represents the most challenging part of the calculation. Following , we fit our data with a two-component radiation field model. One component is heated by a power law distribution of radiation fields extending to very high U , presumably due to star formation. The other component is heated by a single, weaker radiation field with magnitude represented by the free parameter U min . In our fits, U min exhibits a narrow 5-95% range U = 0.7-4.0, maximum ≈ 9, and median ≈ 1.35. It displays a positive correlation with Σ SFR (r corr ∼ 0.4) and the stellar mass surface density (r corr ∼ 0.4) and an anti-correlation with galactocentric radius (r corr ∼ −0.3). See Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009a) for more details.
U min can be interpreted as the ambient radiation field due to old stars but this interpretation is not unique. In the fit this is only the minimum radiation field illuminating the dust. A high U min may still be driven by star formation so that discarding all emission associated with U min may represent an overestimate of the cirrus. For instance, a square kiloparsec centered on the Sun would include several OB associations (Sco-Cen, Perseus, Orion; see Reipurth 2008a,b). These contribute substantially to the average ISRF so that the dominant heating for our local U = 1 cannot be said to come from a truly "old" population (see Mathis et al. 1983) .
Because of this uncertainty, we undertake an independent estimate of the radiation field driving the cirrus. This investigation appears in Appendix A. We conclude that our data suggest a cirrus driven by a radiation field U cirrus = 0.5U min with typical magnitude U cirrus ∼ 0.6. Such a field would drive an equilibrium dust temperature ∼ 1 K lower than a U = 1 field, consistent with the ∼ 16-19 K observed in H I and the outskirts of molecular clouds in the Solar Neighborhood (e.g., Boulanger et al. 1996; Schnee et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2011 ). When we refer to "cirrus" or "cirrus subtraction" throughout the rest paper, we mean that we have calculated the 24µm cirrus emission associated with cirrus powered by U cirrus = 0.5U min . When we refer to "double" or "twice" cirrus we calculated the 24µm cirrus emission associated with U cirrus = U min , i.e., twice our best estimate.
Effect of Cirrus Subtraction
We combine our dust SED fits (to radial profiles) and our gas maps to estimate the 24µm cirrus everywhere across our sample. We assume that q PAH and the dustto-gas ratio remain fixed within a radial profile and that U cirrus = 0.5 U min . Combined with our higher-resolution gas maps this gives us a local estimate of I cirrus 24
for each line of sight. When we refer to "cirrus-subtracted" or corrected data, this intensity has been subtracted from the observed 24µm intensity. Figure 5 displays our cirrus subtraction graphically for one face-on spiral. Figure 6 plots the fraction of 24µm emission deemed cirrus by our calculation as a function of composite Σ SFR . In both plots, we illustrate the impact of our methodology by also plotting results for two variant cirrus subtractions: one using only dust associated with H I and one using twice our adopted radiation field (see Section 5.2). Table 4 synthesizes these data into a few key numbers: the median and 1σ range of cirrus emission subtracted by galaxy and the limiting Σ SFR below which 95% of lines of sight are blanked by each cirrus approach.
The cirrus subtraction suppresses faint emission at large radius and enhances the contrast between bright regions and their surroundings. Subtracting only the component associated with H I removes the low-lying, extended component but has almost no effect on the bright part of the galaxy where most of the star formation occurs. Setting the radiation field to twice its nominal value isolates only the brightest star formation, implying no extinction for Hα or UV emission over the rest of the galaxy.
The magnitude of the 24µm cirrus identified by our approach resembles but somewhat exceeds the fraction of emission identified as powered by old stars in an analysis of integrated SINGS and LVL SEDs by Law et al. (2011) . Law et al. (2011) found typically ∼ 7% of 24µm luminosity in these galaxies, on average, to come from old stars. This resembles the fraction of H I-associated cirrus in our data but is about half the total cirrus that we find. Qualitatively, both studies find that dust emission from old stars represents a second-order, but still potentially important, correction in nearby disk galaxies.
THE 24µM TERM IN HYBRID SFR TRACERS
As described in Section 4, the calibration of the 24µm component in hybrid tracers is empirical and may vary with scale, target, and "unobscured" tracer. Given this empirical underpinning, any new approach to handling 24µm emission requires that one re-derive, or at least verify, the adopted calibration w. Recall that w tracer , defined in Equation 8, is the factor to linearly scale 24µm intensity in combination with an unobscured tracer (the "tracer" indicated in the subscript) to account for dustobscured star formation (Section 4.1). The lack of a "gold-standard" reference SFR hampers this effort, but we are able to draw several independent estimates of Σ SFR from the literature to check w Hα and w FUV for our approach and sample.
Expectation in the IR-Dominated Case
From the typical ratio of 24µm-to-TIR emission we can estimate the limiting w, regardless of unobscured tracer, by considering the case where the IR term dominates Σ SFR . The median ratio of 24µm to TIR emission across our sample is ∼ 0.07 ( Figure 2 ). If we equate TIR emission with the reprocessed bolometric light from an embedded, continuous starburst (Kennicutt 1998 , corrected to our adopted IMF) this implies w ∼ 2.4. In fact, the 24µm-to-TIR ratio increases with increasing Σ SFR so that for lines of sight where IR dominates it may be ∼ 0.1 or higher which implies a lower w ∼ 1.7. Based on this calculation, we expect w 2. It would be possible, in principle, to have w higher than this value for a specific regime but such a calibration could not successfully extend to the case where the overwhelming majority of star formation is embedded and visible only through the IR.
Hα+24µm

Previous Work on the SINGS Sample
Our targets heavily overlap the SINGS sample, which has acted as a proving ground for combining Hα and 24µm. Calzetti et al. (2007) and Kennicutt et al. (2007) determined w Hα for Hα peaks using Paα as a reference SFR. Kennicutt et al. (2007) found w Hα = 1.23 and Calzetti et al. (2007) derived w Hα = 1.0. This difference presumably results from different geometry, escape fraction, and dust properties between M51 and the larger Calzetti et al. (2007) sample, which included M51. Calzetti et al. (2007) found that their 24µm coefficient applies without modification to integrals over the central 50
′′ of their targets. Subsequently, Kennicutt et al. (2009) considered integrated SFRs for whole galaxies and found a 24µm term w Hα = 0.68, and w Hα ≈ 0.52 for the SINGS sample specifically. They also found significant scatter in w Hα from galaxy-to-galaxy. Kennicutt et al. (2009) interpreted their low w Hα to imply contamination of integrated measurements by a substantial cirrus component. However, they based w Hα on Balmer decrement extinctions that were later revised to much higher values by Moustakas et al. (2010) . These revised estimates should represent an improvement over those used in Kennicutt et al. (2009) (J. Moustakas, priv. comm.) . The revision affects both circumnuclear spectra Individual panels show left to right: no subtraction, 24µm emission after our cirrus subtraction, 24µm emission after our cirrus subtraction applied only for dust associated with H I, and 24µm emission after cirrus subtraction using double the recommended radiation field. and the radial strips used for galaxy averages 15 . Figure 7 and Table 5 show w Hα for the central parts of galaxies measured by Calzetti et al. (2007) referencing to Paα and for both integrated measurements and the central parts of galaxies referenced to Balmer decrement extinctions by Kennicutt et al. (2009) . We also plot w Hα from applying the revised extinctions by Moustakas et al. (2010) to the Kennicutt et al. (2009) measurements. The top panel of Figure 7 shows a histogram of all w Hα measurements, allowing repeats among galaxies using different reference SFRs. The bottom panel shows w Hα broken down by study. Table 5 reports the median and scatter in log 10 w Hα by study. Calzetti et al. (2007) did not publish their measurements of individual regions, but Table 5 includes the M51 measurements by Kennicutt et al. (2007) . However, both authors emphasize that because of their heavy image processing these "H II knot" calibrations should not apply to large parts of galaxies.
The ensemble of measurements in Figure 7 yields median w Hα = 0.9, just below the Calzetti et al. (2007) value.
The data exhibit significant scatter, 1σ in log 10 w Hα is ≈ 0.45 dex. This scatter includes systematic shifts due to choice of reference SFR and so reflects both an uncertainty and a true scatter. Even for a fixed reference SFR w Hα still scatters significantly (1σ ≈ 0.15-0.52 dex) from galaxy to galaxy. The calibration of w Hα 15 Kennicutt et al. (2009) also work with a larger sample of IRAS 25µm fluxes and Balmer decrements measured by Moustakas & Kennicutt (2006) . These measurements were not reconsidered with the improved approach of Moustakas et al. (2010) but because of their higher S/N they may be less affected by the revision than the Moustakas et al. (2010) radial strip measurements (R. C. Kennicutt, priv. comm.) . "Circumnuclear" Balmer decrements also changed significantly from Kennicutt et al. (2009) to Moustakas et al. (2010) and the quoted S/N for the Moustakas & Kennicutt (2006) data is similar to that for the Moustakas et al. (2010) "Circumnuclear" spectra. a Extinction based on column density of gas following "hybrid model" in Wong & Blitz (2002) .
for large parts of SINGS galaxies thus appears very uncertain due to both uncertainty in the reference SFR and galaxy-to-galaxy scatter.
wHα in Our Data
We calculate w Hα for our approach and data set. To do so, we use a reference SFR calculated from Hα plus an extinction correction. We draw the extinction correction from a variety of literature estimates based on , Balmer decrements, contrasting Pα-and Hα-emission, and contrasting radio continuum and Hα emission. These are measured variously for either whole galaxies or central regions. For each extinction estimate, we calculate w Hα following Equation 8, reporting the results in Table 6 and Figure 8 .
For the central parts of galaxies we use Paα-based extinctions from Calzetti et al. (2007) and Balmer decre- ments from Kennicutt et al. (2009) and Moustakas et al. (2010) . For full galactic disks with use Balmer decrements from Kennicutt et al. (2009) and Moustakas et al. (2010) , supplement these with extinctions estimated from the gas column following Wong & Blitz (2002, their "hybrid" model) and extinctions inferred from comparing thermal radio continuum flux estimates from Niklas et al. (1995 Niklas et al. ( , 1997 to our Hα maps (following Wong & Blitz 2002) . For full galactic disks, we also benchmark against A Hα = 1 mag, though this is a typical extinction rather than a true estimate (Kennicutt 1998 ).
In the "centers" of galaxies, we work with average surface brightnesses in the central 1 kpc. For whole galaxies we work within r 25 and we assume that the Niklas et al. (1995) fluxes come mostly from inside this area. Except in the case of the radio continuum, we adopt extinctions rather than fluxes from the literature, which somewhat obviates the need to precisely match apertures. Nonetheless we expect our reliance on published measurements rather than the original data to introduce scatter into our results. We do not consider central measurements from NGC 4736 or NGC 4569 because of their Seyfert nuclei. We also omit Balmer decrement measures for NGC 2841 and radio continuum estimates for NGC3351, NGC 5457, and NGC 6946 because they do not return sensible extinction estimates (they yield negative extinction).
As in the SINGS literature, the choice of reference SFR and 24µm treatment affects w Hα , leading to ∼ 0.2 dex systematic variation. Even for a fixed reference SFR and cirrus approach, we find significant scatter among galaxies, typically ∼ 0.3 dex (1σ). Although the 24µm offers a powerful, sensitive SFR tracer, its exact calibration remains uncertain. At present it appears that any adopted w Hα should be associated with a factor of ≈ 2 uncertainty when applied to a specific galaxy while the average w Hα remains uncertain by ≈ 50%. Figure 9 presents an alternative, more direct, visualizations of our constraints on w Hα . We plot the Hα extinction drawn from the literature, A Hα , as a function of the ratio of Hα-to-24µm intensity. These two The factor, w Hα , to be applied to 24µm emission to recover the recent star formation rate in linear combination with Hα (see definition in Equation 8) for our targets with various estimates of the true extinction. The top row shows the ensemble of all w Hα determinations for 24µm emission. The left column shows results for 24µm maps with no cirrus correction and the right panel shows w Hα determined from 24µm maps that have been corrected for cirrus contamination. In addition to the estimates described in Figure 7 we use extinction estimates based on gas column (Wong & Blitz 2002) , thermal radio continuum (Niklas et al. 1997) , and a fixed A Hα = 1 mag. Galaxies do not repeat in an individual determination but repeat among estimates and in the top row. A vertical line indicates w Hα = 1.
quantities directly track one another for the case of a fixed w Hα and the solid curves show the expected relation for w Hα = 0.25, (bottom) 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 (top). The two panels show extinction estimates based on radio continuum and Pα emission (top panel) and Balmer decrements (bottom panel) with the individual studies labeled. If a fixed w Hα perfectly described our data, we would expect to see them strung out along one of the solid lines in Figure 9 . This view highlights the contradictions among recent studies and the large scatter in w Hα measurements for individual studies and galaxies.
Treating all determinations equally, we find an average w Hα ≈ 0.85 with 0.47 dex scatter among individual determinations. Taking A Hα = 1 mag and no cirrus subtraction also suggests w Hα about this magnitude, confirming it as a reasonable starting point. This ensemble approach agrees with the average w Hα from the SINGS literature. We recommend w Hα ∼ 0.9 as a starting point for most analyses if w Hα is otherwise unconstrained. However, given the enormous scatter in results, we can not significantly distinguish this w Hα from the Calzetti et al. (2007) value, w Halpha = 1, and that also represents a reasonable assumption.
When correcting for 24µm cirrus contamination, we adopt a higher w Hα = 1.3, driven by the Paα and radio continuum estimates. These robust, extinction-free independent tracers of ionizing photons suggest w Hα ≈ 1.3, similar to the w Hα = 1.23 found for H II knots in M51 by Kennicutt et al. (2007) . Again this roughly matches the A Hα ∼ 1 mag case. The upper panel in Figure 9 shows the overall consistency of the radio continuum and Pα measurements with this adopted w Hα = 1.3, but also . The top panel shows measurements for extinction estimated from radio continuum and Pα measurements. The bottom panel shows extinctions estimated from Balmer decrements, marked by study. All measured Hα-to-24µm ratios have been corrected for cirrus emission. The dashed gray line shows our adopted w Hα = 1.3. The different studies shown here all target the same set of galaxies, so that figure illustrates the uncertainty in the determination of w Hα and the contradictory results achieved by recent studies.
highlights the large scatter among even these "good" data. With better reference measurements, it should be possible to distinguish whether the scatter reflects the inadequacy of a linear hybrid to predict extinction or simply inconsistency among challenging measurements.
As in the SINGS literature, the results using Balmer decrement extinctions are confusing and contradictory. The Kennicutt et al. (2009) values yield the low-outlying w Hα while the Moustakas et al. (2010) values yield among the highest w Hα . This difference holds for whole galaxies and galaxy centers, an so does not appear exclusively driven by weighting or S/N issues. The issues with these measurements can be seen directly in the lower panel of Figure 9 , where matched Hα-to-24µm ratios correspond to dramatically different extinction estimates. We incline towards interpreting this wide spread to indicate that these data do not offer a robust reference SFR. However, if one accepts that the Moustakas et al. (2010) values accurately reflect the true extinctions, the Balmer decrements argue for a high w Hα ≈ 1.4-2.4, near the limiting case expected for heavily embedded star formation (Section 6.1).
FUV+24µm
Expectation Relative to Hα
Given an extinction curve and a typical stellar-tonebular extinction ratio, one can relate the FUV and Hα extinctions, A FUV and A Hα . Leroy et al. (2008) adopted an R-band stellar-to-nebular extinction ratio of A Hα /A R ≈ 2 (Calzetti et al. 1994; Roussel et al. 2005) and an extinction law where A FUV /A R = 8.24/2.33 (Cardelli et al. 1989; Wyder et al. 2007 , using their filter definitions for R and the GALEX FUV band). They then solved for w FUV /w Hα as a function of extinction (their Equation D9), which we plot in Figure 10 . At high extinctions, virtually all emission is embedded and for FUV+24µm to match Hα+24µm then w FUV ∼ w Hα . At low extinction, the ratio w FUV /w Hα ∼ 1.8, which is the ratio of FUV extinction to Hα for the adopted extinction law and stellar-to-nebular ratio. In the intermediate regime, near the A Hα ∼ 1 magnitude typical of our sample, we expect w FUV /w Hα ∼ 1.3.
wFUV in Our Data
We also calculate w FUV . For this exercise, we expand the suite of reference SFRs and carry out the calculation for each line of sight with Σ SFR > 3 × 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 . Figure 11 shows histograms of w FUV for different reference SFRs and reports the median and scatter for each approach. The first two panels show w FUV from referencing to Hα+24µm using the indicated 24µm processing and w Hα ; we use the same 24µm approach for the Hα+24µm reference and the solution for w FUV . The last four panels reference to Hα with A Hα = 1 mag, FUV corrected using A FUV inferred from the UV spectral slope following Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009a, the so-called "IRX-β" relation), and FUV corrected using A FUV inferred from the TIR/FUV ratio from Cortese et al. (2008) . Cortese et al. (2008) consider stellar populations with different ages. We plot results for their youngest population, which we call "late" (their τ ≥ 8 Gyr case), and an intermediate age case, which we call "mid" (τ = 5 Gyr).
Referencing to Hα+24µm after cirrus subtraction, we find w FUV ≈ 1.7. The average of the two Cortese et al. (2008) treatments give a similar value, w FUV ≈ 1.6. This is higher than the w FUV recommended by Leroy et al. (2008) but note that we have also increased w Hα to 1.3 from the w Hα = 1.0 used in Leroy et al. (2008) . The revised w FUV is still ∼ 1.3 w Hα , in accordance with our expectations (Figure 10 ). Because this value can be derived from the Cortese et al. (2008) FUV+TIR approach alone, this calculation establishes the FUV+24µm as somewhat independent of Hα+24µm, and not a purely bootstrapped tracer.
Different approaches yield w FUV from 1.3-2.1. The scatter in w FUV appears lower than in w Hα but this is mostly due to the fact that our references often already include 24µm. To the degree that we bootstrap the calibration from either our w Hα or the Cortese et al. (2008) approach, w FUV carries the same ∼ 0.2-0.3 dex uncertainty associated with those approaches.
COMPARISON AMONG TRACERS AND UNCERTAINTY
Having examined the constituent terms, contamination, and calibration of hybrid tracers, we now gauge the practical impact of our choices on Σ SFR . Figures 12 -14 compare pairs of tracers as a function of Σ SFR . Figure 12 shows the effect of our cirrus subtraction and compares FUV and Hα-based tracers. The bottom row shows that Hα and FUV based approaches agree well for matched treatments (see also Leroy et al. 2008 ). The top row shows that the cirrus subtraction has a net effect of 10s of percent, but less than 100% across the range 10 −3 < Σ SFR < 10 −1 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 . Below this range, the offsets can become much more severe as the Hα maps become unreliable and the cirrus correction has removed virtually all 24µm emission. Figure 13 shows the effect of pushing the cirrus subtraction to its limits. The most conservative approach, removing only emission from dust associated with H I, has a very small impact on the net Σ SFR . If we adopt double our nominal cirrus estimate then the 24µm component of the tracer is largely removed below 10 −2 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 , suppressing Σ SFR by a factor of ∼ 2 (recall the typical A Hα ∼ 1 mag). Figure 14 presents comparisons with "independent" tracers: a fixed A Hα = 1 mag; FUV + A FUV inferred from the UV spectral slope (Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009a , "IRX-β"); A Hα inferred using the "hybrid" gas model of Wong & Blitz (2002) ; and FUV combined with A FUV estimated from the TIR/FUV ratio for a young and middle-aged population (Cortese et al. 2008) .
Some "tilt" can be seen in the comparisons, particularly the comparison with "independent" tracers. This usually has the sense that our IR-based Σ SFR estimate recovers higher Σ SFR than the comparison indicated in high Σ SFR , presumably heavily embedded regions. In any case magnitude of systematic differences rarely exceeds a factor of 2 (0.3 dex) over 2 orders of magnitude in dynamic range. Only using gas to infer the extinction diverges dramatically at high Σ SFR , an issue also noted by Leroy et al. (2008) that presumably results from complex geometry.
The scatter among different tracers in Figures 12-14 allows us to estimate the uncertainty in any given estimate of Σ SFR . For each line of sight in our data set, we take the median absolute deviation-based scatter of our ensemble of Σ SFR estimates about the mean value for that point. That is, we measure the scatter of Σ SFR estimates about the mean value for each point. This folds some systematic uncertainty into the estimate because some of our approaches contradict one another. Inasmuch as each approach represents a reasonable method to estimate Σ SFR , however, this simple calculation should yield a good idea of how uncertain a particular Σ SFR estimate actually is. Overall for Σ SFR > 10
we find a scatter of ∼ 0.13 dex. We illustrate this in Figure 15 , plotting a histogram of the scatter of individual estimates about the median Σ SFR for that line of sight. We have also argued that the calibration of the 24µm term in the hybrid tracers appears systematically uncertain by a factor of ∼ 2. The 24µm contributes ∼ 60% of the SFR on average, so this suggests a systematic uncertainty of order of 0.15-0.2 dex in the magnitude of the to- tal SFR. Inasmuch as we have aimed for a self-consistent stable of tracers, this overall calibration uncertainty exists in addition to the point-by-point uncertainty derived from Figure 15. 7.1. Limiting Σ SFR Our Hα maps are unreliable below Σ SFR 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 and the details of the cirrus methodology dictates the 24µm distribution below this level. We therefore adopt Σ SFR = 10
as a limiting surface density for a robust estimate. The 24µm and FUV maps recover signal well below this value, but their translation into Σ SFR becomes more uncertain. The low-Σ SFR regime can help constrain many interesting astrophysical processes. Our general recommendation in this regime is to carefully focus on the constituent parts of the hybrid tracers (i.e., FUV, Hα, and 24µm separately) both as intensities and Σ SFR estimates (e.g., see Bigiel et al. 2010; Schruba et al. 2011) . FUV and Hα alone should provide robust lower limits to the overall Σ SFR .
Comparison to Integrated Values
A key property of well-formed Σ SFR estimates that span a large part of a galaxy is that they integrate to a sensible total SFR. Figure 16 shows the results of integrating our maps, here Hα plus cirruscorrected 24µm, and comparing them to the galaxyaverage Σ SFR of Calzetti et al. (2010) . Note that the Calzetti et al. (2010) results are partially anchored to the Kennicutt et al. (2009) results, which we consider somewhat uncertain for these targets. The overall match appears very good given this uncertainty, with our estimates tending to be slightly higher in high SFR galaxy because of our higher adopted w Hα . We have attempted a thorough investigation of Σ SFR estimation on kpc scales but several important uncertainties remain. We discuss these briefly here.
Other Uncertainties
Diffuse Ionized Gas and Escape of Photons from H II Regions: Photons may escape from H II regions, producing Hα emission away from the emitting stellar population. Estimates of the fraction of such "diffuse" Hα emission in galaxies are often ∼ 30% (see Rahman et al. 2010 ). Most such emission still reflects ionizing photons produced by massive stars and so must be accounted in the SFR if kpc-sized estimates are to match integrated estimates. In theory this emission should thus be added back to the likely parent region (e.g., Blanc et al. 2009 ) and should not be entirely removed from the map. Given the cross section of H I to ionizing photons, the path length of ionizing photons near the Lyman limit will be extraordinarily short in the presence of any neutral gas. Despite this, diffusion over scales of a few hundred pc clearly occurs. We observe a warm ionized medium in our own Galaxy and diffuse ionized gas in other galaxies. However given that this flux must be conserved and our kpc resolution this systematic should represent a decidedly second-order concern.
Dust Absorption of Ionizing Photons: The complementary concern may also confuse our measurements. Dust inside H II regions may absorb ionizing photons before they reach a hydrogen atom. Such photons will be missed by recombination line observations, including Paα, though any bolometric tracer will account for this light as it is reradiated by the dust. Robust estimates of the magnitude of this effect remain scarce, but Inoue (2001) and Inoue et al. (2001) studied star-forming regions in the Milky Way and Local Group galaxies and suggested the dust may absorb as many as half of the ionizing photons. Calculations by Dopita et al. (2003) also suggest plausible magnitudes of several times 10% with the effect strongest for ultracompact H II regions (see also Groves et al. 2008) .
We find good overall consistency between Hα-based approaches, which will be sensitive to this effect, and FUV-based approaches, which should not be affected. However, to some degree we also calibrate the FUV-based hybrids to match the Hα-based hybrids. The bottom right panel in Figure 14 compares Hα+24µm to FUV+TIR and does reveal a bias towards higher Σ SFR for the bolometric FUV+TIR tracer. The bias becomes worse at lower Σ SFR while we expect the opposite for dust absorption of ionizing photons. Therefore we tend to attribute the disagreement mostly to the cirrus issue, but the data could certainly be consistent with non-negligible absorption of photons. The ideal test will be to compare a robust ionizing photon production map, e.g., thermal radio continuum emission at 1-10 mm or IR recombination lines, to high resolution bolometric luminosity maps and stellar populations.
UV Emission From Older Populations: Even a relatively evolved population may still produce some FUV emission, contaminating our Σ SFR estimates. We estimate potential contamination by measuring the ratio of FUV to median-filtered 3.6µm emission, an approximate tracer of stellar mass (see appendices in Leroy et al. 2008) , in regions that appear dominated by old stellar populations. We measure ratios for the bulges of M 81, M 94 ("the Sombrero"), NGC 4725, and NGC 3351
16 , all of which show bright stellar structures with little evidence of current star formation. We also measure the ratio across our sample for all lines of sight with very low star formation, Σ SFR < 5 × 10 −4 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 , but significant stellar mass, Σ * 100 M ⊙ pc −2 . These all suggest a ratio I FUV /Σ * ∼ 0.7-1.9 × 10 −5 MJy sr
We test the effect of correcting the FUV or Σ SFR maps using a ratio at the upper end of this range, 2 × 10 −5 MJy sr −1 (M ⊙ pc −2 ) −1 . Our adopted massto-light ratio is
similar to Leroy et al. (2008) , though revised slightly to match the maps of Zibetti et al. (2009) . Therefore this ratio corresponds to I FUV MJy sr −1 ∼ 0.004 I 3.6 MJy sr −1 . From Equation 6 the implied contamination in units of Σ SFR will be
Equation 14 implies that observations of stellar bulges (Σ * 10 2 M ⊙ pc −2 ) that measure Σ SFR only a few times 10 −4 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 should be viewed with suspicion. The contamination will be lower in the outer disks of galaxies (Σ * ∼ 10 M ⊙ pc −2 ) in proportion to the lower stellar surface density. However, for our sample and working Σ SFR limit the contribution of this truly old UV component can be safely neglected. The SFR associated with FUV emission from old stars appears to be only ≈ 3% of the total SFR where Σ SFR > 10
and contributes only ≈ 10% of the FUV light.
Contributions from intermediate age populations represent a more complex problem requiring detailed stellar population analysis (a more complex extension of Section 3) that is beyond the scope of this paper.
16 M 81 and M 94 are otherwise not included in this paper.
Stochasticity and IMF Variations: At 1 kpc resolution we expect to average several star-forming regions in each element. For Σ SFR > 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 , we expect M * 5 × 10 3 M ⊙ formed over the last ∼ 5 Myr in each element. This minimizes but does not completely eliminate concerns about sampling the stellar initial mass function (IMF). Changes in the IMF will directly impact our estimates but concrete evidence for such variations remains amibiguous at best (Bastian et al. 2010 ). We do not consider either effect.
DISCUSSION
Hybrid SFR Tracers
Hybrid tracers that combine an unobscured and an obscured (i.e., IR) component have many advantages. The two tracers complement one another, yielding an approach that can apply, in principle, to a wide range of environments. Maps of UV, Hα, and IR emission are widely available. IR emission directly probes reprocessed photons, avoiding the need for less reliable extinction tracers. Even given the uncertainty in the IR term calibration, using a direct measure of reprocessed starlight makes for much more robust approaches than optical, UV, or gas-based approaches. Tracers constructed from linear combinations of these bands will be reasonably scale-independent and can be easily interpreted. Despite the significant uncertainties discussed in this paper, we argue that hybrid IR+UV or IR+Hα tracers do offer the best current combination of widely available data and robustness.
24µm Cirrus: The issue of infrared "cirrus", emission due to heating by an older stellar population, remains a challenge for IR-based SFR estimates. Here we have suggested an approach based on physical dust models, with the cirrus emission mainly dependent on the dust abundance and illuminating radiation field. Several points emerge from our calculation. First, cirrus emission associated with molecular gas can make an important contribution especially in the bright parts of star-forming galaxies. This is emission from dust mixed with molecular gas but heated by weak radiation fields. Because the dust emitting in such a component is mixed with the clumpy molecular ISM this contribution may easily be missed by morphological approaches (e.g., median filtering) designed to reject a smooth component.
Second, estimating the radiation field U cirrus that is not associated with recent star formation is challenging. Doing so one must be careful to both avoid oversubtraction and catch all of the cirrus. We present a detailed attempt to estimate the appropriate U . Important checks on this quantity will come from high resolution fits to the dust SED in quiescent regions. Though not totally trivial to interpret, these will help inform our understanding of the "non-star-forming" U in galaxies. Our sample has been observed by the Herschel Key Program KINGFISH at higher resolution and we expect follow-up analyses to further illuminate this issue. Finally, though the IRcirrus represents an important issue one must bear in mind that other systematics with similar magnitude persist, including the absolute calibration of the IR term in hybrid tracers, losses of ionizing photons due to dust or escape, and departures from the "continuous star formation" approximation that underlies the whole concept of star formation rates.
Calibration and the Need For A Sample of Wide-Field, Extinction-Robust Σ SFR Maps: We have shown that substantial calibration uncertainties still plague the IR portion of hybrid SFR tracers. These lingering uncertainties and the other systematics we discuss highlight the pressing need for wide-field, extinction-robust maps of the distribution of recent star formation. Though observationally expensive, such maps are indispensible to calibrate more widely used tracers like those we discuss here. Wide-field maps are a necessity because understanding galaxy evolution requires Σ SFR estimates that span whole galaxies, which in turn require understanding faint regions and characterizing diffuse emission, not only studying H II peaks. Perhaps the best prospect for a large sample of such maps is using ALMA, the EVLA, or the GBT to map thermal radio continuum emission at 1-10 mm (Niklas et al. 1997; Murphy et al. 2011) . Such maps avoid extinction concerns completely and can reveal the distribution of ionizing photons in galaxies in exquisite detail.
Other Uncertainties and Limiting Returns: We have noted several other important uncertainties: escape of ionizing photons from H II regions, absorption of ionizing photons by dust, contribution of an intermediate age stellar population, stochasticity or IMF variations, and the closely related age of discrete stellar populations. Several of these have a likely magnitude ≈ 10% and remain difficult to constrain. As an ensemble these suggest that one should bear an uncertainty of at least a few times 10% for any star formation rate estimates. Indeed at small scales the age-based scatter we discuss implies that the very concept of a star formation rate will not be precise beyond this level.
Recommended Approach
We recommend estimating Σ SFR at ∼kpc resolution over the range 10
in the following way. Use the broadband dust SED along with the models of to estimate Σ dust , U min , and q PAH . The empirical fits of Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009a) may offer a helpful simplification or check. Derive the 24µm emissivity per unit dust mass for U cirrus = 0.5 U min 17 from the models and subtract this emissivity times Σ dust from the observed 24µm map (setting negative regions to have I 24 = 0). If using only Spitzer data, gas maps and the assumption of a weakly varying DGR can provide a useful way to work at resolution higher than the Spitzer 160µm PSF. Combine the resulting 24µm intensity with an unobscured tracer, either Hα (Equation 4) or FUV (Equation 6) emission, using w Hα = 1.3 or w FUV = 1.7, respectively (Equation 9).
One may also attempt to correct the FUV for contamination by emission from old stars. Based on the colors of bulges and low-Σ SFR , high Σ * regions we suggest correcting the FUV-related term in proportion to the old stellar population by Σ SFR = 1.6 × 10 −6 Σ * (Equation 14 ). In our sample we find this correction to have a small impact, but caution that it only accounts for old populations.
This approach removes a physically plausible, lo-cally estimated cirrus component. It is quantitatively and qualitatively consistent with other approaches over the range 10
It yields maps that integrate into sensible integrated SFR maps. We suggest an uncertainty of ∼ 0.15 dex in individual measurements, ∼ 0.3 dex in the calibration of the 24µm term for any given system, and ∼ 0.15 dex for the average calibration of the 24µm term.
In the Absence of Long-Wavelength IR Data: If one has only gas, 24µm, and Hα or FUV data one can still attempt a first-order cirrus estimate. Across our sample, 24µm emissivity per unit gas mass normalized to U = 0.6 and DGR = 0.01 is
Where the gas surface density, Σ gas , combines H I and H 2 and includes a contribution from helium. Taking a typical cirrus U field and DGR one can then attempt a somewhat less rigorous cirrus correction and proceed as above.
If only H I data are present these can be used for a partial correction following the methodology above. In this case, we suggest a lower w Hα = 1.0 or w FUV = 1.3. This will somewhat offset the lack of correction for cirrus associated with H 2 .
Note that these suggestions assume the typical dustto-gas ratio for our sample. For low-luminosity, lowmetallicity systems the expected cirrus emission will be lower by a factor that is to first-order proportional to the metallicity.
With No Multiwavelength Data: In the absence of multiwavelength data one can leverage the fact that in star-forming galaxies the deprojected H I surface density, Σ HI , appears relatively flat. Across our data the median Σ HI ≈ 6 M ⊙ pc −2 with a factor of 2 scatter. In the absence of any knowledge of the gas distribution and provided that one is studying a "normal" z = 0 star-forming galaxy, adopting Σ HI ∼ 6 M ⊙ pc −2 and then proceeding as above will allow a rough cirrus correction.
Implication for SFR-Gas Comparisons
Our calculations have several implications for measurements of the relationship between gas and star formation in galaxies. The most basic implication is that we find broad consistency among different estimates of Σ SFR at kpc resolution across a sample of 30 nearby galaxies. We demonstrate sensible scaling relations among hybrid tracer components, motivate a physical approach to separate 24µm emission not associated with star formation, and verify the calibration of the IR component of hybrid tracers for our approach.
Calibration Uncertainty and Gas Depletion Time: The uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the dominant 24µm term implies a corresponding uncertainty in the ratio of gas to star formation. This quantity can be phrased as the gas depletion time, τ Dep = M gas /SFR, or its inverse, the star formation efficiency SFE = SF R/M gas . In either case, our factor of ≈ 1.5 uncertainty on the 24µm term in a hybrid SFR estimate implies an uncertainty of ≈ 25% on the absolute determination of the SFR and thus the ratio. Comparison to integrated SFRs from Calzetti et al. (2010) bears out this estimate; these differ from our estimates only in treatment and calibration of the IR emission and display a median ≈ 11% offset with ≈ 30% scatter. This uncertainty will be compounded by other uncertainties in physical parameter estimation: the CO-to-H 2 conversion factor, H I opacity, stellar initial mass function, adopted star formation history, etc. However, as this is a calibration uncertainty, one should still be able to carry out internally consistent comparisons below this level.
Uncertainty in Scaling Relations: From intercomparison of tracers we find that the systematic "tilt" among Σ SFR estimates does not exceed 0.3 dex across the range 10 −3 < Σ SFR < 10 −1 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 and is usually substantially lower. Here "tilt" means systematic change in the ratio of a pair of Σ SFR estimates across this range. The systematic uncertainty in the index of any power law scaling relation involving Σ SFR will be ∼ tilt/∆x where ∆x is the dynamic range of the other, non-Σ SFR variable over the range 10
n then the uncertainty in the the index n due to choice of Σ SFR esimate will be ∼ 0.15 × n. Thus for any nearly linear relationship (e.g., Σ SFR vs. Σ H2 , Bigiel et al. 2008 Bigiel et al. , 2011 , the implied uncertainty in the power law index due to uncertainty in Σ SFR is ∼ 0.15. For a steeper relationship like the Σ SFR ∼ Σ 2 HI found in the outer parts of galaxies ) the implied uncertainty is ∼ 0.3. The normalization of the scaling relation will have the overall calibration uncertainty already discussed.
Small-Scale Scatter in Scaling Relations: High resolution observations and simulations have begun to consider the scatter in the ratios of SFR tracers to gas as a function of scale (Schruba et al. 2010; Onodera et al. 2010; Feldmann et al. 2011 ). This scatter encodes key information on the evolution of star forming regions, the small scale correlation of star formation, and intrinsic variations in the star formation efficiency. On the scale of individual clouds or clusters, one cannot escape the fact that star formation occurs in discrete events. We considered the intrinsic scatter in Hα or FUV emission from the same population at different, but still young, ages. These suggest that as one isolates individual populations one will find intrinsic scatter ∼ 0.3 dex in Hα intensities and ∼ 0.45 dex in FUV intensity for otherwise identical regions with different ages and ∼ 0.5 dex scatter. This scatter represents a minimum and will be compounded by any uncertainties in the estimation of gas mass and extinction or evolution of the region. The limited measurements available so far appear consistent with these rough calculations (see also Blanc et al. 2009 ).
SUMMARY
We estimate the surface density of recent star formation, Σ SFR , at 1 kpc resolution in the HERACLES sample and examine the underpinnings of empirical hybrid tracers (Hα+24µm and FUV+24µm). We look at the magnitudes and correlations among constituent parts of the hybrid tracers and consider the effects of discrete events on the derivation of SFRs. Using dust models and multiwavelength data, we make a physically motivated estimate of the contamination of the 24µm band by emission not associated with star formation. Benchmarking to reference SFRs drawn from the literature we derive the appropriate calibration to use 24µm with Hα or FUV given our cirrus approach and physical resolution. We then compare a wide range of Σ SFR estimates and check the integrated SFRs for our targets. We present our recommended approach and discuss uncertainties and implications for SFR-gas comparisons.
We highlight the following points:
1. Starburst99 simulations of an evolving single stellar population imply an intrinsic scatter of ∼ 0.3 dex in Hα-based SFR estimates and ∼ 0.5 dex in FUV based SFR estimates when isolating a single stellar population.
2. We use the dust models of to make physical estimates of the 24µm unassociated with star formation. These models suggest that emission along a line of sight depends weakly on the PAH mass fraction and linearly on both the dustto-gas ratio, gas column density, and the radiation field not associated with recent star formation.
3. By maximizing the impact of the cirrus subtraction on low-lying emission without oversubtracting we find U cirrus ≈ 0.5 U min to be an appropriate radiation field not associated with recent star formation. Here U min is the fixed, pervasive radiation field illuminating all dust derived from fitting the Draine & Li (2007) models. Our best-fit field has typical magnitude U = 0.6 times the solar neighborhood interstellar radiation field. The resulting cirrus subtraction removes ≈ 20% of the 24µm, on average, across our sample.
4. Subtracting only cirrus emitted by dust associated with H I does not offer an appreciable correction in the parts of galaxies where most star formation occurs. IR cirrus from molecular gas must represent an important term, especially given that most dust is mixed with molecular gas in the inner, H 2 dominated parts of spiral galaxies. This emission will likely exhibit the same clumpy morphology as CO emission, making it difficult to estimate using image processing techniques.
5. Lack of a robust, wide-field reference SFR renders the absolute calibration and universality of the 24µm term in hybrid tracers like Hα+24µm and FUV+24µm uncertain, even for the well-studied SINGS sample. We demonstrate this uncertainty in both the SINGS literature and our own measurements.
6. Although there is substantial scatter in the available reference SFRs, we verify the appropriate calibration for the 24µm portion of Hα-and UV-based hybrid tracers for our cirrus approach and 1 kpc resolution. Based on references to literature extinction and SFR estimates, we recommend w Hα = 1.3 and w FUV = 1.7 for our resolution and cirrus approach. We arrive at the FUV calibration referencing to both Hα+24µm and the FUV+TIR approach of Cortese et al. (2008) . The latter means that the FUV+24µm approach is not only derived from the Hα+24µm calibration.
7. A wide variety of UV, Hα, and IR-based approaches to estimate Σ SFR at 1 kpc resolution yield results with systematic disagreement of a factor of 2 or less above Σ SFR = 10
8. Below Σ SFR = 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 the Hα data become unreliable and our results depend strongly on the adopted approach to the IR cirrus. We recommend this value as a useful lower limit for robust Σ SFR estimation using hybrid tracers. Studies targeting lower levels should carefully consider the constituent terms.
Our work also has implications for SFR-gas comparisons, which have heavily leveraged these tracers. We emphasize the requirement that a well-constructed Σ SFR map integrate to a sensible SFR and note:
1. The uncertainty in the calibration of the 24µm term implies a corresponding uncertainty in the gas depletion time, τ dep = M gas /SFR, of ≈ 25%.
2. Systematic variations among tracers are less than 0.3 dex over the range 10
Over this range, the implied uncertainty in the power law slope of any scaling relation Σ SFR ∼ x n will be ≤ 0.15 × n.
3. We expect an intrinsic SFR scatter of ∼ 0.3 dex (Hα) -0.5 dex (FUV) to emerge at small scales due to age effects. Observations that isolate single stellar populations should observe such scatter. -The structure of 24µm emission after cirrus subtraction as a function of (left column) adopted cirrus radiation field, U cirrus and (right column) adopted scaling factor x when U cirrus = x U min . The top row shows the correlation of 24µm emission with Hα emission or A Hα inferred from the ratio I 24 /I Hα . The second row shows the fraction of lines of sight where the cirrus removes all emission, and the Gini coefficient, a non-parametric measure of the unevenness of the distribution. The third row shows the derivatives of the fraction of pixels set to zero by the cirrus subtraction and the Gini coefficient as a function of the radiation field. The bottom row shows the median absolute difference between the cirrus map calculated from the indicated radiation field and the observed "low-lying" emission, with low-lying defined as all data less than the median.
2. The median absolute difference between the cirrus estimate and the initial 24µm map for faint emission. We define "faint" emission as emission below the median I 24 in the map. This measures the degree to which the cirrus matches the 24µm map over the faint lines of sight.
3. The Gini coefficient (Gini 1912 ), a non-parametric measure of the unevenness of the distribution of emission (see discussion in Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009b ). This measures the degree to which the IR emission is concentrated into a few bright regions after the cirrus subtraction.
4. The rank correlation coefficient between Hα emission and cirrus-subtracted 24µm emission. In principle, this should measure the degree to which the morphology of the cirrus-subtracted 24µm map matches that of the Hα, a relatively unambiguous signature of high-mass star formation (but see complications below).
5. The rank correlation coefficient relating Hα emission and the ratio of 24µm-to-Hα emission, or equivalently A Hα . This measures the degree to which the cirrus-subtracted map obeys the expectation that more actively star-forming regions exhibit more extinction (but see below).
Calculations: For each galaxy, we carry out a cirrus subtraction for a range of test radiation fields and measure each of these five statistics for each test radiation field. We consider: (1) a single fixed radiation field, U cirrus , for the whole sample; (2) a single fixed radiation field, U cirrus , per galaxy; and (3) the case where the cirrus is powered by a scaled version of the best-fit U min from the dust SED fits (i.e., U cirrus = xU min ; recall U min is derived from a fit for each radial ring). We vary these test fields from U cirrus = 0-5 and try scaling U cirrus = xU min with x from 0-4. We consider x > 1, which may seem counterintuitive, to allow the possibility that the cirrus is driven by a radiation field locally more intense than that indicated by the U min parameter fit at coarser (40 ′′ ) resolution or because of contribution from fields > U min . In the end we do find x < 1 to yield the best results. Figure 17 shows these measurements for all of our data, plotting each as a function of the radiation field U cirrus assumed to power the cirrus (left column) or the factor x by which we scale U min , U cirrus = xU min (right column). A single U cirrus for the whole sample is certainly too simplistic, but the plots still give a good overview of the calculations. We include all data with Σ SFR > 10 −4 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 . We will find Σ SFR to be unreliable at this low level but including these low-lying data in the cirrus calculations is important. A major goal of the cirrus subtraction will be to correct for faint but pervasive emission that extends down to this level.
The left column of Figure 17 shows that over the range U cirrus ∼ 0.3-1.5, the cirrus subtraction varies between creating no empty lines of sight at all to removing all emission associated with more than half of the lines of sight. Over this same range, the correlation of extinction with Hα surface brightness improves. The Gini coefficient also increases, implying a stronger concentration of IR emission into a few bright regions. The deviation between the calculated cirrus and the faint parts of the sample is minimized for U cirrus ∼ 0.4 (bottom left panel). The right column shows similar behavior scaling the fit radiation field (U min ) by ∼ 0.3-1, with the match between the calculated cirrus and faint emission best for ∼ 0.6 U min .
Identification of U cirrus : Figure 17 suggests a rough magnitude of the cirrus. Low values, U cirrus 0.3 will have little or no effect on the 24µm map and not produce a meaningful correction. High values U cirrus 1 will suppress a very large part of the map and oversubtract emission from low intensity regions. We want to pick a cirrus correction in the intermediate regime, near the regions of steep positive slope in the fraction of blank lines of sight or Gini coefficient where the cirrus subtraction has the maximum effect without oversubtraction. The derivative of the fraction of lines of blank lines of sight and the Gini coefficient appear in the middle row of Figure 17 and indeed peak in the desired range. Even more basically, we argue that the most appropriate U cirrus will be the one that generates the minimum scatter between the calculated cirrus and the real map for low-level emission. The bottom row in Figure 17 plots the median absolute difference between the cirrus and low-lying emission, defined as I 24 below the median.
Thus, we have several candidates for U cirrus : Fig. 18 .-Test of U -fitting metrics. Ability of our U cirrus goodness-of-fit metrics to recover the radiation field powering the cirrus in model case where the true U cirrus is known. The lines show U derived from maximizing the derivative of the fraction of blanked lines of sight; maximizing the derivative of the Gini coefficient; minimizing the scatter between the cirrus and low-lying emission; matching a fixed fraction (here 20%) of blanked lines of sight; maximizing the rank correlation between Hα and I 24 ; and maximizing the rank correlation between Hα and I 24 /I Hα (a quantity closely related to the Hα extinction, A Hα ). The left panel shows the results of Monte Carlo calculations aimed at recovering a fixed U cirrus , the right panel explores the ability of our metrics to recover the scaling factor x when U cirrus = xU min , with U min fit from the IR SED. A solid gray line in each panel shows equality for reference.
We apply each metric to each simulated 24µm map and to estimate either U cirrus or x. Figure 18 plots the ability of the methods to recover the input cirrus radiation field. The left panel plots results for a fixed U cirrus , the right panel for a scaled version of U min , so that U cirrus = xU min .
The tests show that the derivative-based and minimum scatter metrics recover the input U cirrus well with a small bias to recover higher values than the input. This small high bias reflects the fact that low lying Hα pervades much of the map so that forcing many lines of sight to zero actually moves some "star formation" emission into "cirrus." The effect is mild. Picking the U cirrus that recovers 20% completely blank lines of sight also works well, but this particular value of 20% had to be tuned for our data.
The rank-correlation based metrics, Hα with either I 24 or I 24 /I Hα , show strong biases, especially toward large U cirrus or x. The correlation of I 24 with I Hα is biased toward to recover lower U cirrus than the input because the cirrus correction is noisy. As we apply progressively more cirrus correction to I 24 , this scatter artificially suppresses the correlation. The extinction correlation is biased to recover higher U cirrus than input because the two quantities, I Hα and I 24 /I Hα , are intrinsically anti-correlated for random I 24 .
We conclude from this test that the derivative of the blank-pixel fraction, the derivative of the Gini coefficient, a tuned blank-pixel fraction threshold, and the minimum absolute deviation between calculated cirrus and observed intensity all represent useful tools to identify the radiation field driving the cirrus (though they have a mild bias to recover too much cirrus). We expect that the rank correlation coefficients, which fail in our data, will emerge as very useful for higher resolution studies but the resolution of our current data set is too coarse to take full advantage of them.
Galaxy-by-Galaxy Estimates: So far we have examined the ensemble of our data, but the radiation field certainly varies among and within galaxies. Our metrics require a population of points to identify a best-fit U cirrus . Therefore they cannot be applied point-by-point, but our individual galaxies do have enough data to derive U cirrus . Figure 19 shows the median U cirrus (left) and the best-fit scaling of U min (right) derived from our four useful goodnessof-fit statistics: maximizing the derivative of the blank line of sight, maximizing the derivative of the Gini coefficient, finding U cirrus that minimizes the difference between 24µm and cirrus for faint lines of sight, and finding U cirrus that blanks a fixed fraction of lines of sight. We plot both U cirrus and the best-fit scaling x in U cirrus = xU min as a function of the median fit radiation field U min for that galaxy from the models.
The left panel of Figure 19 reveals a median U cirrus of 0.6 and a good correspondence between our U cirrus and fit U min . The rank correlation relating the two is ∼ 0.9, but the derived U cirrus are smaller than the fit U min by a factor of two on average (dashed line). The exceptions are the two bright systems NGC 337 and NGC 7331 where both the dust fitting and our metrics suggest a very high diffuse field U ∼ 4-5. These targets are interesting points of follow-up but appear to be special cases, as we expect the very high field to be partially due to resolution and geometric effects. We do not follow up further here, but note these galaxies as excellent targets for Herschel study.
The right panel of Figure 19 shows the best-fit scaling x for the case where U cirrus = xU min , again as a function of the fit field U min . The median scaling is x ≈ 0.6 with about a factor of two scatter. There is certainly some correlation between host galaxy and best scaling and again NGC 337 and NGC 7331 appear as outliers, though here with very large error bars, meaning large scatter in x determined by different methods. This median scaling in the right panel -(left) Calculated U cirrus vs. U min from fitting dust models to the IR SED. We show the median U cirrus (y-axis) estimated for individual galaxies (points) using our four reliable methods. We plot U cirrus as a function of each galaxy's average U min , the fixed radiation yielded from fitting the models to the IR SED. U cirrus tracks U min well, but tends to be lower than U min by a factor of ≈ 2. The dashed line shows U cirrus = 0.5 U min , which is a good description of the data. The dash-dotted line show U cirrus ∼ 0.6, the median value. The right panel shows an analogous determination of the best-fit factor x considering U cirrus = x U min . The dashed line shows the median x ≈ 0.6. NGC 337 and NGC 7331 appear as outliers in both panels.
and the typical ratio of U cirrus to to U min in the left panel agree with one another fairly well, both suggesting a cirrus radiation field about half of the fit U min .
The good correspondence between our calculated U cirrus and the fit U min suggests that we can use a scaled version of U min for local estimates of the cirrus. This is desirable, as it allows us to capture local variations in the radiation field driving the cirrus. The correspondence of U cirrus and U min also reinforces that our calculations have returned a meaningful result, inasmuch as they return information similar to an SED fit.
Conclusions From Radiation Field Calculations: We define and test a series of goodness-of-fit metrics that attempt to identify the radiation field powering the cirrus at 24µm. We require that subtracting a cirrus driven by this radiation field significantly affect the faint emission in the map but not dramatically oversubtract emission.
For our data set, the cirrus correction should employ U cirrus ∼ 0.5U min , a median U cirrus ∼ 0.6-0.7. There is a factor of ∼ 2 scatter in these estimates from galaxy to galaxy with two notable outliers. In practice this lowers the median U used in our calculation from ∼ 1.4 times the Solar Neighborhood ISRF on average to ∼ 0.6. This appears reasonable; as noted, the Solar Neighbornood ISRF likely includes significant contributions from nearby young stars. When we refer to "cirrus" throughout the rest of the paper we will adopt U cirrus = 0.5 × U min . To test the impact of this conclusion, we will also occasionally refer to "twice" or "double" cirrus, which indicates that we have taken U cirrus = 1.0 × U min , i.e., double our best estimate of the appropriate U cirrus value.
The critical points are that the rough magnitude of the cirrus is slightly below the Solar Neighborhood ISRF and does appear to track the radiation field estimated from dust fits. The specific scaling U cirrus ∼ 0.5 U min almost certainly results from the interaction of resolutions for which we carry out our dust fits (40 ′′ ) and cirrus calculations (1 kpc∼ 13 ′′ ) and we do not expect it to be a general result . For a recent demonstration of the shortcomings of simple power law distributions of U to yield scale-independent dust-fitting results see the work by Galliano et al. (2011) on the Large Magellanic Cloud. The magnitude, U cirrus ∼ 0.6, on the other hand, seems plausible and may represent a reasonable conservative starting point (as might U ∼ 1). In any case, our understanding of IR cirrus emission will benefit greatly from achieving good IR SED coverage at very high spatial resolution (e.g., Lawton et al. 2010 ). This will allow the kind of dust-SED based analysis that we apply here to be undertaken on maps with the ability to cleanly distinguish quiescent and star-forming parts of a galaxy. In this regime, we expect the rank correlation statistics that we test and reject (I 24 with Hα morphology) and simple estimates of the total U in quiescent regions to become powerful tools.
Σ SFR ESTIMATES FOR HERACLES DISK GALAXIES
In this appendix we plot Σ SFR estimates based on our data. Figures 20 -24 show each line of sight considered in this paper as a point color-coded by Σ SFR . As described in Section 2, these data are sampled on a hexagonal grid with spacing 0.5 kpc except for a few distant cases noted Table 1 , which are sampled with 6.5 ′′ (half-beam) spacing. Gray points indicate where the Hα+24µm based Σ SFR < 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 , our limit for a robust measurement (Section 7). From left to right panels show Σ SFR estimated from Hα+24µm, FUV+24µm, FUV only, Hα only, and 24µm only. In all panels we have applied our recommended cirrus correction (Section 5) to the 24µm data and adopt our recommended w Hα = 1.3 and w FUV = 1.7. The 24µm-only panel uses w = 1.3. -Σ SFR estimates for the individual lines of sight studied throughout this paper. The axes show displacement from the galaxy center in kpc. We color code points by log 10 Σ SFR estimated following the recommendations in the main text. We fix the scale for each galaxy to allow comparison of different components but the color scale varies from target to target according to the dynamic range in the maps. Points where Σ SFR estimated from Hα+24µm < 10 −3 M ⊙ yr −1 kpc −2 are color coded gray in all panels.
